ME-KONFERANSE STRYN
A BIOMEDICAL ME-CONFERENCE
INVITATION
We are inviting to a digital ME conference from April 13th to April 14th, 2021. All the latest information
can be found at www.mekonferansestryn.no. As earlier , the ME Conference Stryn will be a biomedical
conference, by the initiative of the undersigned. This will be the third conference of this kind, and it's
been two years since the last ME conference took place in Stryn in 2019. In both 2016 and 2019, the
ME Conference Stryn was a private initiative by the Skrede family, but it was registered as a non-profit
organization in the official Norwegian registry of organzations in spring 2020.
This years the conference will be a two day long professional conference, that will provide insight into
up to date research and research experiences within biomedicinal research on ME, nationally and
internationally. In addition to this, there will be an evening lecture, where it's intended to present the
subject matter in a more easily understable way. Check the program and enclosed information for
more information about the evening lecture. We are hoping that as many people as possible will attend
this conference. We are hoping that you will inform your colleagues, members of your organization
excetera to display this poster. We will highly appreciate if the county phsyicians will inform their
counties, if the health trusts add this information to their calendars and if the municipalities add this
information to their home page and inform their employees about this conference.
N.B.! Binding registration on March 15th, 2021, at the latest. It's important that everyone that wants
to participate in this conference register the necessary information at deltager.no, that we will be using
this year. The link can be found on www.mekonferansestryn.no . The registration fee has to be paid at
registration, using Vipps or card. Unfortunately, payment through invoice will not be possible this year,
due to the fact that we have experience with having problems with getting payment that way. We need
at least 100 participants on the subject days for the conference to happen.
Deltager.no is integrated with the Webinar solution ClickMeeting, that we will be utilizing. We will
choose a solution where one kan register for the conference, and if one does not have the opportunity
to see all the lectures streamed Live, those that have paid kan log on again at deltager.no and watch
the lectures at the time of their convenience. Participants will automatically get forwarded from the
registration platform to the platform where the Webinar/Digital conference will take place. A link will
then appear, that will lead to the conference. It is not necessary to download any software or App to
participate. We are hoping that this solution will make it possible for as many people as possible to
participate.
We are hoping to make a video of the evening lecture, that will include short interviews with the
researchers. We are thinking of putting this video out for sale on our homepage.
All the information is on our home page, including printable PDF files. Anders Hamre Sveen has
helped us out with the English translation.

We are trying to keep our Web page as up-to-date as possible.
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